Crestron FT2 Series Flip Tops™
Revolutionize the presentation experience

Visit crestron.com/fliptops to learn more
Everything you need at your fingertips

Next-generation FT2 Series FlipTop connectivity solutions make it easier than ever to get connected at a conference room table or lectern, while concealing all connections and cables inside stunning new industrial designs.

New features

- **Soft, smooth, and silent**
  Push a button and the door silently retracts and disappears when activated

- **Bright**
  Highly-visible backlit symbols make it easy to find what you’re looking for

- **Faster installation**
  50% faster install time vs. leading competitors’ cable enclosures (fits into most standard cutouts, too)

- **Cable clutter solved**
  Touch a button, cables retract

- **No more power anxiety**
  40W, fast-charging USB-C™ and USB-A power

- **Spectacular**
  Two finishes, no exposed screws, happy designers

Choose the right FlipTop for you

Choose a size (Cutout sizes shown)

- **FT2-202**
  (7” x 3.25”)

- **FT2-500**
  (5.75” x 5.75”)

- **FT2-700**
  (7.125” x 5.75”)

Choose the right connectivity

**Premium**

**Active FlipTop**
Supports USB-C charging modules, one-touch or vertical gravity retractors, and all active 4K connector plates. All labels are backlit.

USB-A and USB-C can be used simultaneously
Largest FlipTop option provides two separate connector bays facing opposite sides of the table.

**Choose a finish**

- Alloy
- Black

**Standard**

**Passive FlipTop**
Supports AC power, basic pass-through cables, flush-mount connectors in keystone plates, and gravity retractors with their precision track and pulley mechanism.

- Both active and passive support power modules
- Keystone connector plates don’t preserve 4K60 4:4:4 but can be used in active and passive models
- Gravity-assisted track and pulley cable mechanism
- High-performance pass-through cables such as VGA, USB, HDMI
text
Choose your accessories

Shelves, Shrouds, and Mounts
Convenient under table shelf for any FT2 FlipTop, HDBaseT® transmitter, switch, or DMPS.
Easily installed shrouds conceal pass-through cables, gravity retractors, and the FlipTop itself.
Under table brackets allow retractors to be mounted to the center slots of FlipTops.

Cables
High-quality interface cables, like Stereo Audio, Audio, Mini-TRS, DVI-D, HDMI, RCA, and VGA, for connecting devices. See configurator for full list.

Power Supplies
An additional power supply (FT2A-UTK-PWR) can be added to support installations using two USB Rapid Charging Modules.

A perfect fit

FT2 FlipTops fit in the same cutout as competitors’ cable enclosures and install in half the time for a full system. They also fit in the same cutout as the FT-600 for easy upgrades.

Visit crestron.com/fliptops to learn more